Request for Expression of Interest
Request to submit Expression of Interest for a work assignment with Ethiopian
Institution of the Ombudsman (EIO)
EIO is inviting consulting firms for the work assignment described in a TOR. (Interested
and eligible candidate can get the TOR from our website
(www.ethombudsman.gov.et)
To enable you to prepare an Expression of Interest for this assignment, please pay
attention to the following points:
1. Facts
i. Assignment Title: Supply, Customize and Deploy Grievance Management
system (Hello government) - Commercial off the Shelf Product (COTS)
ii. The system is for four Regional States Grievance Redressal Institutions.
iii. The system is for both urban (those who are capable of using computer
smartphone and web apps) and rural (those who are capable of using only
old day’s telephones)

2. Requirements
i. Business requirement must be fully addressed
 Compliance sheet must be filled
ii. Prototype and demo
 Prototype must be presented and demonstrated when demanded
iii. Deployment Duration
 Supply, customization and deployment time cannot be more than
90 calendar days.

3. Submission Address and deadline
Deadline: 15 days starting from the date it is advertised on this newspaper
Address:
 Churchill Street around Tewodross Square
 Hibret Insurance Building (2nd Floor )
 Telephone +251-115-580118
 Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Ethiopian Institution of the Ombudsman

TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)

Supply, customize, configure and install technologybased Grievance Management System

April 2022
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
 Services/Work Description: Supply, customize, configure and install technology-based
Grievance Management System/ Software
 Project/Program Title: Grievances Redressal Mechanism (GRM)
 Client: Ethiopian Institution of the Ombudsman
 Beneficiaries: Addis Ababa, Oromia and Sidama Grievance redressal Institutions
 Duty Station: Addis Ababa
 Duration: Six Months
 Expected Start Date: Immediately after signing of the contract

2. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT






Ethiopia has recently embarked on a process of reforming governance institutions and
strengthening the democratization process in the country. Capacitating the governance
architecture, enhancing the capacity and credibility of its governance and democratic
institutions and ensuring citizen’s confidence and participation in the process are important
prerequisites for a sustainable development, and peaceful and stable society. In view of the
county’s context and bold development transformation vision, it is important that deliberate
efforts are made to broaden space for citizen engagement and participation in the
development and governance processes to create a sense of shared prosperity, strengthen
social cohesion and sustain peace and stability.
To realize these initiative’s grievance redressal institutions were established in regional
governments. And the Ethiopian institution of the ombudsman is engaged in the capacity
building of these institutions by allocating some portion of the budget it has got from IPF for
the acquisition of technology-based Grievance Management System/ Software.
Receiving and handling of Grievances of alleged maladministration is a recurring task for
grievance redressal institutions. The institutions receive grievances from individuals or
groups of people in person, by phone or letter. Once the admissibility of the complaint is
approved, it passes through several stages of the workflow until the case is resolved or
closed which involves progress tracking and review of the case by several colleagues in the
work chain. Some of the challenges that grievance redressal institutions currently face in
grievance handling that they wants to overcome through the introduction of an IT-based
Grievance Management System include inability to:
 Capture grievances from elite citizens capable of using modern technology like
computer, smart phone and web apps.
 Capture grievance from rural citizens who may use old day’s telephone.
 Process complaint in a timely and efficient manner by ensuring that all relevant
colleagues in multiple locations in the country have access to all relevant information
about the case to make timely decisions.
 Gather and store maladministration related information in a systematic manner for
multi-pronged purposes of promotion and prevention of maladministration
 Get a quick overview of all the information regarding a particular complaint/case;
 Get an overview about the characteristics and the status of grievance as a whole (total
of active, closed or pending grievances, number of Grievances by different categories at
each stage, etc.);
 Handle Grievances more efficiently by reducing time for repetitive tasks;
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Extract relevant indicators about grievances as a whole in a given period of time such
as type of violations, geographical spread, characteristics of victims (sex, age,
physical/mental ability, occupation, vulnerable group) and respondents, etc.
Monitor the performance of grievances redressal institutions and assess whether
complaint management expected outcomes/objectives are achieved.
Identify emerging issues for SMART programming.
Provide accurate reporting on regional and national treaty mechanisms.
Properly refer cases that do not fall under the jurisdiction of redressal institutions.
Enhance complainants’ satisfaction.
Advice the Government based on adequately stored data.
Secure the confidentiality of complainants’ personal information.









3. OBJECTIVE OF THE ASSIGNMENT
The overall objective of this assignment is to acquire and implement an efficient technology-based
grievance management system to receive, track and manage grievances related to
maladministration.

4. TARGET OR BENEFICIARY INSTITUTIONS
a.
b.
c.
d.

Addis Ababa grievance redressal Institution (located in Addis Ababa)
Amhara grievance redressal Institution (located in Bahir Dar)
Oromia grievance Redressal Institution (located in Addis Ababa)
Sidama grievance redressal Institution (located in Hawasa)

5. SCOPE OF THE ASSIGNMENT - FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The automated/electronic grievance management system (e-GMS) should address the above
challenges and needs, and should reflect the different stages of a pre-defined complaint handling
process/case flow. Beyond looking at Grievances/cases individually, the database should:a. Allow citizens to submit grievances in any formats including voice using even old day’s
telephone
b. Provide a general view about the cases through a custom developed dashboard to
visualize the information of the database through visualizations and charts.
c. Reflect the evolution of a complaint in a timeline, highlighting different stages of the
complaint handling process to monitor performance of individual staff, assess whether
expected outcomes are being achieved and ensure accountability as an institution.
d. Provide features that allow different forms and templates to feed the database in the
most efficient way, considering that various templates and forms are used to collect
data at different stages of the complaint handling process. The system should allow the
registration of details of the complaint in several formats: text, video, audio and images.
The data must be available in various formats, such as pdf, csv, png, jpg and any other
acceptable format. It should be possible to update or add information at every key stage
of the complaint handling.
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e. Allow the institutions to retrieve aggregated data statistics, reports or graphics about
Grievances, complainants and respondents by searching for values within the fields of
pre-defined entries.
f. Provide features that automate some tasks, such as sending notification for victims,
complainants, and respondents at certain stages of the complaint handling process via
email or SMS. The System must provide a functionality to track letters sent and received
through daily processing of Grievances.
g. The system must have a proper audit trail that tracks information change and keep a log
of system logins. It must allow case assignment and reassignment to officers seamlessly.
h. The e-GMS should provide trends and patterns of the maladministration situation to
allow the identification of emerging maladministration issues. This will allow the
institutions to provide actionable information to the regional and national stakeholders,
advise the Government and respond to emerging issues on a timely manner.
i. The e-GMS should provide timely updates on cases that have been referred by the
institutions and hold stakeholders accountable for cases referred to them.
j. Make files marked as ‘classified’ only accessible to specific staff that have rights to
access classified or highly sensitive files to ensure confidential information of
complainants and witnesses are secure and protected.
k. Provide an end-to-end solution with an integrated multi-platform solution, easy to
implement and integrate with other application and system.
l. Allow system users to type in and store data in Geez Fonts

6. METHODOLOGY /APPROACH OF THE WORK
The suggested approach for this assignment is the ‘COTS’ model, which aims at supplying,
customizing configuring, and Installing commercial of the shelf electronic case management
system/software. This is to ensure that the software functionality is customized to meet the
demands of the institutions. The following minimum approach is thus suggested:
 Conduct a comprehensive analysis to understand the needs, challenges faced and functional
and non-functional requirements of the institutions;
 Prepare system customization document that helps to perform customization required to
meet the specific needs of the institutions.
 Customize the e-GMS based on approved system customization document for testing
 Conduct installation and configuration of servers to host the e-GMS
 Conduct installation and configuration of the e-GMS
 Conduct system testing and user acceptance testing and follow up on fixing of incidents
 Prepare training plan according with training needs, including developing a standard user
manual for products and solution modules in English
 Provide training of trainers for the institutions’ team, proposed 2-3 day training for end
users and another 2- day training on system administration
 Validate deliverables and produce online technical support system for debugging and
ensuring smooth system administration for a period of three months after the system is
delivered to the institutions
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7. EXPECTED OUTPUT OF THE ASSIGNMENT/ DELIVERABLES
The Consultancy Firm will deliver the following deliverables at each project phase:
1. Deliverable one: Inception Report- It should be described how the assignment will be
tackled including the proposed methodological approach/tools with a clearly defined work
schedule for the assignment.
2. Deliverable Two: Commercial of the shelf Platform (the e-GMS)
3. Deliverable Three: Customized version of the e-GMS with description of the customization
done
4. Deliverable Four: Testing plan, including the actual conduct of the test and follow up of
incidents
5. Deliverable Five: Training plan with training Manuals for end users and System
Administrator
6. Deliverable Six: Conduct the test and training
7. Deliverable Seven: Provision of technical support as needed.

8. LOCATION AND DURATION
The level of effort required to accomplish this consultancy assignment is expected to be three
months. The service provider is expected to provide post implementation technical support and
maintenance for an additional period of three months. The total duration of the consultant’s
engagement will be six months. The assignment will be predominantly based in Addis Ababa and
may require travel for fieldwork to Hawasa and Bahir Dar grievance redressal institutions in Ethiopia.

9. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS
The consultancy firm will be recruited under the Ethiopian procurement terms and conditions and
will operate under the direct supervision and overall guidance of the Ethiopian institution of the
Ombudsman. The beneficiary institutions will organize and facilitate relevant teams for
consultations, to review progress and deliverables, and provide feedback on a timely basis. They will
also provide office space and meeting rooms for staff from the service provider for consultation and
user training.

10.

PAYMENT MILESTONES AND AUTHORITY

The prospective firm shall indicate the cost of the product and services for each deliverable in
Ethiopian Birr all-inclusive lump-sum contract amount in its proposal when applying for this
consultancy. The consultant covers the cost of travel, data collection and other related costs
incurred to achieve the results. The consulting firm will be paid only after the approving authority
confirms satisfactory completion of each deliverable.
The payment shall be affected as per the following payment schedule:
no Payments
Deliverables & Time frame Approval Should Percentage of
be Obtained from Payment
st
1
1 Instalment
Upon
submission
of Ethiopian
30%
inception report (10 days) Institution of the
and guarantee for the Ombudsman
same amount
2
2nd Instalment
Upon approval of system Beneficiary
50%
deployment (50 days) and Institutions and
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3

3rd Instalment

11.

successful completion of: training of trainers and
approval the training
manual for end users and
system administration; test of the system
Upon
provision
of
technical support for three
months after delivery of
the
system,
ensuring
smooth
system
administration.

Ethiopian
Institution of the
Ombudsman

Beneficiary
20%
Institutions and
Ethiopian
Institution of the
Ombudsman

MINIMUM FIRM REQUIREMENT

The Service Provider is expected to:
 Have at least five years proven track record and be a recognized firm in digital process
automation, including in the development, configuration and installation of technologybased case management system and related services;
 Have ability to assess technology hardware and software needs, as well as present and
future customer requirements, strong understanding of the concepts of user experience,
user interface design principles and conceptual design;
 Have experience on end-to-end integrated multi-platform solutions, including Cloud
technologies;
 Qualify to highest standard of information security.
A. Technical Competencies The team composition should comprise of members with the
following educational qualifications, experience and competencies:
a. Project Team Leader (quantity = 1)
 Advanced University Degree in Telecommunications/ICT, Engineering, or a closely
related field from an accredited educational institution.
 A minimum of 8 years professional experience in working in the IT/digital sector,
managing teams tasked with designing and implementing technology-based case
management system or similar solution
 Project management experience with strong problem-solving skills
 Excellent verbal and written communication skills
b. Senior Software developer/Programmer/System Analyst (quantity = 2)
 Degree in Computer Science, Information System, Computer Engineering or ICT
related discipline from an accredited educational institution.
 A minimum of 5 years of proven experience on in developing secure Web APIs
(REST/JSON)
 Expert knowledge in C#, Frameworks, such as ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Core, etc.
 On hand experience on software development tools, such as HTML 5, JavaScript,
CSS, Python, MSSQL, MySQL, Firebase, Mongo DB, Angular, Node.js Developer,
Microsoft Visual Studio and other tools, Mobile Android.
 Expert knowledge in integrating reporting and data analytics
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Willingness to keep abreast of new development in the field of expertise and
upgrade the system when necessary
c. Senior Infrastructure Expert (quantity = 2)
 Degree in Computer Science, Information System, Computer Engineering or ICT
related discipline from an accredited educational institution.
 A minimum of 5 years of proven experience on Cloud Platform configuration and
Server installation and configuration
B. Functional Competencies
 Positive and constructive approaches to work with energy
 Demonstrate openness to change and ability to receive and integrate feedback
 Strong time management and meeting established timelines
 Ability to work under pressure, and to deliver in a timely manner without compromising
quality standards
C. Language and Other Skills
 Excellent knowledge of English
 Basic knowledge in Amharic, Afan Oromo and Sidama languages would be an asset
 Capacity to facilitate and communicate with experts with different qualification and
experience participating in the assessment

12.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE BEST OFFER

Upon the advertisement of the Procurement Notice, qualified consulting institutions are expected to
submit both the Technical and Financial Proposals. Evaluation will be made based on Cumulative
Analysis. In this regard, the respective weight of the proposals is:
a. Technical Criteria weight is 70%
b. Financial Criteria weight is 30%
For ease of evaluation bidders must:
1. Fill list of successfully implemented similar assignments (annex 4)
2. Fill compliance sheet (annex 1)
3. Fill Infrastructures requirement form (annex 2)
4. Fill Key personnel Form (annex 3)
5. Demonstrate proposed platform /CMS
no
Criteria
Score
Maximum Points
Weight
obtainable
1
Firm experiences
15%
21
2
Proposed platform features and functions (compliance 60%
84
Sheet + Demonstration )
3
Key personnel
10%
14
4
Work plan and duration
15%
21
Total
100%
140
 Minimum Technical qualification score is equal to 80% (or 112 Points)
 Financial Proposal of a firm with less than 112 points is not considered.
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Annex 1: Compliance Sheet
No.
A

Description
Features of the software

A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
B

Case Management Tool
Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) technology
Knowledge Base Tool
Voice Communications Tool
Web Chat Tool
Email Communications Tool
Data Recording Tool
Workforce Management Tool
Customer Satisfaction Tool
Operations Reporting
Language Translation Services

B-13

Customization to meet the specific need of the
beneficiaries
Installation and configuration of servers
Provision of trainings
Integration with Call Centre
After sale Support
Time table
Comply (F=Fully, P=Partially, N= Not
comply )
Complete in three Months
Requirements
Comply (F=Fully, P=Partially, N= Not
comply )
Allow citizens to submit grievances in any formats
including voice using old day’s telephone
Provide a general view about the cases through a
custom developed dashboard to visualize the
information of the database through visualizations
and charts.
Reflect the evolution of a complaint in a timeline,
highlighting different stages of the complaint
handling process to monitor performance of
individual staff, assess whether expected outcomes
are being achieved and ensure accountability as an
institution.

B-14
B-15
B-16
B-17
C
C18
D
D-19
D-20

D-21

D-22

Civil Work

Provide features that allow different forms and
templates to feed the database in the most
efficient way, considering that various templates
and forms are used to collect data at different
stages of the complaint handling process. The
system should allow the registration of details of
the complaint in several formats: text, video, audio
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Confirmation
Does the proposed software have
this tool? (Y =Yes N=No, F=Future)

Comply (F=Fully, P=Partially, N= Not
comply )

D-23

and images. The data must be available in various
formats, such as pdf, csv, png, jpg and any other
acceptable format. It should be possible to update
or add information at every key stage of the
complaint handling.
Allow the institutions to retrieve aggregated data
statistics, reports or graphics about grievances,
complainants and respondents by searching for
values within the fields of pre-defined entries.

D-24

Provide features that automate some tasks, such
as sending notification for victims, complainants,
and respondents at certain stages of the complaint
handling process via email or SMS. The System
must provide a functionality to track letters sent
and received through daily processing of
grievances.

D-25

The system must have a proper audit trail that
tracks information change and keep a log of system
logins. It must allow case assignment and
reassignment to officers seamlessly.

D-26

The e-GMS should provide trends and patterns of
the maladministration situation to allow the
identification of emerging maladministration
issues.
The e-GMS should provide timely updates on cases
that have been referred by the institutions and hold
stakeholders accountable for cases referred to
them.
Make files marked as ‘classified’ only accessible to
specific staff that have rights to access classified or
highly sensitive files to ensure confidential
information of complainants and witnesses are
secure and protected.
Provide an end-to-end solution with an integrated
multi-platform solution, easy to implement and
integrate with other application and system.

D-27

D-28

D-29

D-30

Allow system users to type in and store data in
Geez Fonts
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Annex 2: Required Infrastructure bill of quantity
Please describe the hardware, software and services that must be available to implement
the system. But, do not include in your price quotation; their acquisition will be processed
separately.
A
1
.
.
B
1
.
.
C

Item /description
List of Required Hardware

Unit

Quantity

Remarks

List of Required Software

List of Required Services (from telecom
service providers or others)

1
.
.

Annex 3: Key personnel
No

Role

Full Name

Qualification

Experiences*
(in years)

Nationality*

1
Project Team Leader
2.1 Senior Software developer 1
2.2

3.1
3.2

Senior Software developer 2
Senior Infrastructure Expert 1
Senior Infrastructure Expert 2

CV and Evidences must be attached

Annex 4: List of Successfully completed similar assignments
no

Implemented
system Name

Client
Name

Business
requirement
addressed

*Evidences must be attached
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Year of Current status Country
impleme and URL
ntation

Budget

